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Saturday, April 21. 2012

Intro to Quick Web Application Builder (QWAB)
Please RSVP at:
http://www.meetup.com/LAMPsig/events/59883992/
About the Presentation:
The Quick Web Application Builder (QWAB) generates complete functional web-based applications through a
web-based interface in three easy steps. The generated applications are in PHP with supported databases: MySQL,
Oracle and PostgreSQL, among many. Small and large-scale applications are equally supported and the object
oriented code can easily be customized to fit any need.
QWAB was started in 2006 by Jorge Garifuna and it has been used successfully in production systems ranging from
Advertising companies to Jewelry manufacturing companies to Government systems. QWAB continues to evolve with
cutting edge technologies such as Boostrap from Twitter, the HTML5 framework that is rapidly gaining massive
adoption.
Whether the project interacts with one or hundreds of database tables, QWAB builds a complete Web Application in 3
easy steps. For cases where rapid development is desired, QWAB provides standard PHP/MySQL CRUD in generic
and Bootstrap (from Twitter) format in 2 steps, through its Web-GUI guided approach. Beginners and expert developers
will equally benefit from having QWAB in their Development toolbox.
In this presentation you will learn:
â€¢ How to get started with QWAB.
â€¢ How to build your first complete functional Web Application in minutes through QWABâ€™s 3 step guided process.
â€¢ How to generate standard CRUD from QWAB in 2 steps.â€¢ How to generate CRUD for Boostrap from Twitter in 2
steps.
â€¢ How to customize the Object Oriented code generated by QWAB.
About the Speaker:
Jorge Garifuna is a Professional Software Developer and Consultant with over 15 years of industry experience. His
portfolio of technologies include but are not limited to various programming languages, Web 2.0, a diverse number of
Frameworks, countless of databases and the latest and greatest in Mobile for popular platforms such as IOS, Android
and BlackBerry, among many.
Over the years, Jorge has successfully Designed, Developed and Deployed Software in the areas of E-Commerce,
Project Management, Content Management Systems (CMS), Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) and Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) to name a few. His technologies have been used, by many consumers, employees
and businesses, some of which have grown to multi-million dollar businesses.
Jorge prides himself as a happy contributor to various Open Source Projects, including the ATK Framework and vTiger
CRM to name a few. He has also given various presentations in the topics of: Joomla CMS; ATK Framework;
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Wordpress; ELGG Social Network Framework; Integration of Linux, Apache, MySQL, SQLite with Mkahawa Cyber
Manager and PHP; and Mobile Development for Web, IOS Native and Android Native.
Jorge joined LAMPsig over six years ago and is currently serving as the president of this dynamic LAMP group. More
details of Jorgeâ€™s professional qualifications can be found at: http://jgari.com/resume
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